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The problem is, the Photon is slightly more expensive than the Raspberry-Pi, and isn’t capable of doing much else other than just serial-to-Raspberry-Pi. The Raspberry-Pi seems to be the way to
go, and because it’s cheap, the Photon can be used for other things. The folks at Q42 found details of the Jura encryption protocol from the internet, and then hooked up a Raspberry-Pi via serial
UART to the Jura. Encryption consisted of taking each byte and breaking it up in to 4 bytes, with the data being loaded in bit positions 2 and 5 of each of the 4 bytes, which got ORed into 0x5B.

To figure out where the counter data was stored by the machine in the EEPROM, they took a data dump of the contents, poured a shot of coffee, took another memory dump, and then
compared the two. Do you have an idea in mind that would make a great article Then sign up for our writers workshop! Do you possess expert skills in image creation and manipulation

Mediocre Even rudimentary Are you frightened by MS Paint and simply have a funny idea You can create an infograpic and you could be on the front page of Cracked. The heart of the Jura was
not hacked for a long time though, but the Jura team later figured out they could get the serial ports address in the EEPROM. The Nespresso website for instance is based on a site with a quite
similar layout as the Jura website. Clicking on the link for now will bring us to the page containing the page the Jura wants to load up. Its quite simple, and relies heavily on SQL Server. In that
case, the master key is extremely secure, but it is still somewhat easier to crack. Ciphers with differential-analysis resistance are still just part of the solution to the security problem, though.

There are two main approaches: key expansion and key scheduling.
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